Performance Tuning & Space Management for a Leading Media & Entertainment Company
Space Optimization and Performance Enhancement of the MS SQL Databases led to performance enhancement of applications and better return on IT investments.
The Challenge

The customer sought support for the SQL database environment comprising of SQL 2005. The customer’s OS environment comprised of Windows.

Database infrastructure was not streamlined for Backup policy and Security policy.

Database server was found in suspect mode since SAN connectivity was lost. The problem was found in EMC Storage box.

The customer experienced persistent Database performance issues.

Frequent issues related to increased log file of SQL Database created space constraints in the customer’s Database Server.
The Solution

Clover Infotech successfully started supporting client’s SQL infra and provided a comprehensive solution for ‘Suspect mode’ problem in the Database environment.

The Backup Policy & Security policy were streamlined.

Our team improved performance of the SQL Databases through Performance tuning for SQL Databases.

The team also implemented a Daily Checklist via Email for daily checking of SQL Server health.

We restored cold backup from DR site to production site.

The Clover Infotech team created automated job to shrink log file of SQL Database to keep free space on server.

The team also ensured that the customer received comprehensive documentation for all the activities performed.
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